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General Overview 
 
A number of functional and visual changes to the planned purchasing screen have been requested by several sites. While 
the standard screen satisfies most purchasing scenarios it does not suit the needs of many who wish to make broader 
purchases for both backorders and stock replenishment. To that end a new module has been created which will be known 
as the Enhanced Replenishment Module (ERM). 
 
This new screen has been designed to include the information that has been identified as being of the greatest use when 
performing purchasing tasks for both sales backorders and stock replenishment. While certain sections of information are 
more suited to a multi-warehouse environment the screen should perform equally well in a single-warehouse instance. 
 
The screen has been divided into several sections with the intent to keep associated information and functions together. 
At the same time, certain positioning and alignment has been incorporated to provide a consistent structure to each of the 
sections and to the overall screen. 
 
Due to the large number of data fields and objects on the screen, some buttons have been removed from the main display 
and grouped under drop-down menu lists. The buttons retain all their original functionality; only the method of access has 
changed. 
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Setup in Visual Streamline ....................................................................... Sub-Modules 
  
The Enhanced Replenishment Module is controlled by the sub-modules within the Purchase Order Processing module, as 
shown in the screenshot on the right. 
  
The sub-modules are as follows:  
ERM Enhanced Replenishment Module; 

A number of functional and visual 
changes to the planned purchasing 
screen have been requested by several 
sites. While the standard screen 
satisfies most purchasing scenarios it 
does not suit the needs of many who 
wish to make broader purchases for 
both backorders and stock 
replenishment. To that end this module 
was created. 

CP Distribution Centre Processing; 
This module will work in the ERM 
Planned P/O Maintenance screen as it 
did in the standard screen. 

EOQ Advanced EOQ Functionality; 
This module will work in the ERM 
Planned P/O Maintenance screen as it 
did in the standard screen. 

PRA P/O Requisitions Allocations; 
This module will work in the ERM Planned P/O Maintenance screen as it did in the standard screen. 

 
 

Setup in Visual Streamline ......................................................................... User Rights 
 
There are currently no user rights that have been specifically created for ERM. 
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Setup in Visual Streamline .................................................................. Business Rules 
 
Behaviour within the Enhanced Replenishment Moudule can be further controlled by the distributor through the multitude 
of ever-growing Business Rules.  Currently the only ERM Business Rules are found within the Inventory tab (INV65 - 
Number of Months for Statistical Information) and the P/O tab (PO64 – Carrier Code is not mandatory and PO65 – Link 
Inventory Info and Sales Statistics Warehouse) as shown in the screenshots below. 
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Differences at a Glance 
 
The screenshot below show the Planned P/O Maintenance screen with the ERM sub-module OFF 
 

 
 
 
 
The screenshot below show the Planned P/O Maintenance screen with the ERM sub-module ON 
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ERM Screen Components .......................................................................... Product Info 
 
The Product Info group is shown in the screenshot. 

 
The Product Info includes the product list built based on the PPP criteria selection screen.  This section has the following 
attributes: 
� The list will display up to three product codes and their associated descriptions. 
� The COLOUR LEGEND button will launch the PPP Colour Legend display. 
� The visibility of the text values: PRODUCTION ITEM and SUPERSEDED ITEM are conditional based on product 

details. 
� he Transfer button will be labelled either Transfer or Undo Xfer based on the state of the product on which the user is 

parked. . 
� The Auto Link button is controlled by a user RIGHT as per existing functionality. A tool tip will be added to this button, 

“Auto Link to open purchase orders. 
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ERM Screen Components ......................................................................... Supplier Info 
 
The Supplier Info group is shown in the screenshot. 

The Supplier Info is divided into three sections: 
� The first section contains the primary fields that are maintainable when processing the individual line. 
� When there are multiple suppliers on file an exclamation symbol will be displayed beside the supplier code.  A tooltip 

will be added to the symbol, “Multiple suppliers exist for this product”. 
� When multiple purchase UOMs exist a message or indicator will be displayed. 
� When there are purchase quantity breaks on file an exclamation symbol will be displayed beside the purchase cost.  A 

tooltip will be added to the symbol, “Quantity breaks exist for this product”. 
� When the cost is linked to a purchase contract a message will be displayed. 
� The Lead Days shown will be the Lead Time determined by the PPP hierarchy. 
� The prompts and fields displaying the MIN/MAX information as shown in the screen print will change to ROP/EOQ 

automatically according to the settings against the Product/Warehouse identified in the Inventory Info section. 
� The Buyer Code will display the default buyer code from the supplier details. 
� The Carrier field is modifiable and validation will be controlled via a new BR PO55. The BR will only be tied to this 

modification and will not affect the standard PPP screen. The field will no longer be a required field. If the field is blank 
then a warning message will display but the user will have the option to fix the data or proceed. 

� When supplier notes are on file, a message will be displayed in this section, “Supplier Notes on File !”. The notes are 
visible as one of the ‘views’. 
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ERM Screen Components ...................................................................... Source Details 
 
The Source Details group is shown in the screenshot. 

The Source Details have been moved to a dedicated section of the screen: 
� The basic functionality of this sub-screen has been retained. The folders that appear on each line in the Order-Rev, 

Line and Order Qty columns behave in the same manner as the current PPP Source Details screen. 
� The column labelled Source/Cust will display the customer code from the original sales order when the source line 

type is ‘B’-backorder, otherwise it will display the word STOCK. 
� The Schedule button will launch the display of the scheduled orders for the product in the same manner as the 

Scheduled Orders button on the standard screen. 
� The suggested order quantity (SOQ) has been moved into the source details section.  This field is not modifiable as it 

relates directly to the sum of the source lines, i.e. changes to source details lines will affect the SOQ value. 
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ERM Screen Components ....................................................................... Inventory Info 
 
The Inventory Info group is shown in the screenshot. 

The Inventory Info section has the following properties: 
� In a multi-warehouse environment, the warehouse field will be modifiable and all information displayed in the section 

will be updated accordingly. 
� A new BR PO56 (Link Inventory Info and Sales Statistics Warehouse will be created that will link the warehouse field 

in this section to the warehouse field in the Sales Statistics section. When active, any change to the warehouse field 
in this section will automatically update the Sale Statistics section with the same warehouse. 

� The Company column will contain total quantities for all warehouses in the company for each corresponding field. 
Note: in a single warehouse system this column will simply display as a repeat of the specified warehouse column. 

� When a field is a display in a 3-D sunken format the user will be able to drill-down (F5) to view details. These detail 
screens are the same ones currently available from the Inventory � Product Lookup � Warehouses button. 

� Quantities in this section are shown with 3 decimals on the sample screen. The number of decimal places will vary 
according to the definition of the product. 
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ERM Screen Components ..................................................................... Sales Statistics 
 
The Sales Statistics group is shown in the screenshot. 

The Sales Statistics section has the following properties: 
� In a multi-warehouse environment, the warehouse field will be modifiable and all information displayed in the section 

will be updated accordingly. 
� All values in this section are specifically related to quantities (as opposed to dollars) except where otherwise noted, 

such as Sales Count, Customer Count and Last Sold Date. 
� The Sales Stat UOM will always be the STOCKING UOM of the product, and all quantities will be adjusted 

accordingly. 
� The Company column will contain total quantities for all warehouses in the company for each corresponding field. 

Note: in a single warehouse system this column will simply display as a repeat of the specified warehouse column. 
� BR INV65 (Number of Months for Statistical Information) will allow the site to set the number of months back for which 

to gather the statistical information. This value will be displayed in the object: Statistics gathered for ‘X’ Months. 
� The number of months back will always include the current month, regardless of the processing date. As such, 

the Average Sales field value may be distorted closer to the beginning of the month; no pro-rating will occur. 
� The field for Last 12 Months will not be affected by the Months Back Business Rule value and will always include 

the current month. This field will have a drill-down function that will display a screen similar to the Movement 
section displayed when the Change View button is clicked in the current PPP screen. This sub-screen will display 
information for the warehouse specified at the top of the Sales Statistics section (or entire company, depending 
on which field is drilled). There will be no facility to change the warehouse code from within this sub-screen. The 
screen will be a pop-up style sub-screen and must be closed to continue processing within PPP. This screen will 
be enhanced over the existing display in that it will carry 3 quantity columns: Sales, Raw Materials and Total, 
similar to the standard Movement button found in Product Lookup. Note: the values for # Customers and # Sales 
Orders do NOT include sales as raw materials; these figures only represent sales at the product level (this is 
existing functionality). 
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� ..........................................................................................................................................E
RM Screen Components .................................................. Sales Statistics…continued 
 
� New fields of Average Order Size, Most Frequent Size and Maximum Size have been added to this section. These 

fields are based on the number of statistic months and include raw material quantities when applicable. 
� Quantities in this section are represented as integers on the sample screen. No decimal places for statistics will be 

displayed in this section to conserve space. 
� When business rule PO46 is active, the quantities and statistics in this section will include quantities of product sold 

as raw materials where applicable. A message will be displayed indicating whether or not raw material sales are 
included in the figures, “Figures include Raw Material sales except ‘++’ ”. 
� This message will only show when PO46 is active and the product has been used as a raw material for any kit 

(not dependent on Source Details). 
� NOTE: the values for # Customers and # Sales Orders are NOT affected by the state of BR PO46. These figures 

only represent sales at the product level (this is existing functionality). 
� Distribution Centre Functionality: When the client has purchased and activated the Distribution Centre module 

(DC) some additional functions will be available in the Sales Statistics section. 
� A toggle button will display to the left of the Warehouse prompt labelled as DC Sum or DC Only. This button will 

change the values in the section to include or exclude the figures at the satellite warehouses. The button will only 
appear when the current warehouse has been defined as a DC. 

� Additionally, when the user drills into the Last 12 Months field for the warehouse (and the warehouse has been 
defined as a DC) a similar button will be available in the pop-up window with the same toggle functionality. 

 


